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Introduction
The active western margin of South America is characterized by a rema rkable along-strike segmentation
whose causes are not yet understood. Several authors argue that the observed co rre la tio n between features of the
oceanic Nazca plate at the trench, the shape of the subducted slab and boundaries of Andean segments imply that
this segme ntatio n is primarily controlled by the current configuration of the subducting plate (e.g. Nur and Ben Avraharn, 1981; Jordan et al., 1983; Pardo Casas and Molnar, 1987; Yâfiez and Cembrano, 2004). However, the
Andean segmentation is a long-term (10 8 yr) geological feature (e .g. Mpodozis and Rarnos, 1989; Kley et al.,

1999) that cannot be exclusively explained in terms of the subducting plate configuration because it changes at
short tirne-scales (10 6-107 yr) during plate reorganizations : The old structure of the continent should also play a
role in controlling the fate of the Andean margin and the maintenance of its segmentation. The evaluation of this
hypothesis requires a minimal knowledge of the compositional-rheological structure of the Andean lithosphere
that we tried to fulfil by forward modelling of the Bouguer anomaly for a region of the Andean margin between
SO to 4S oS and 60 to 8S oW . This exercise resulted in a three-dimensional (3D) model describing the density
0

stru cture of the Nazca plate, the subducted slab and the continental lithosphere (Tassara et al., submitted paper).
ln this contribution we discuss sorne possible geodynamic implications of this rnodel .

Method and data
We forward modelled the Bouguer anomaly (on shore data provided by D. Blitzkow, Universidade de Sâo
Paulo-Brazil; offshore data from KMS global free-air anomaly ) using the software IGMAS (Schmidt and Gôtze,

1998) and triangulating between 43 vertical cross-section s separa ted by la. This method generates a 3D density
modeJ at regional to continental scales.
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Fig.I : Density structure of the 43 veni cal cross -sec tions forming the 3 D model . 2-times venical exaggeration. Values are in Mg/ur' . The
figure doesri't show values of: 1) oceanic mantle (OM) , whi ch varie s along the modelled region from 3.26 (4 5°5 , 10My old ) to 3.3 55 (20°5,
45My old); 2) bodies forming the subducted slab, inc reas ing from values of the oceanic plate at the trench to 3.7 (deepest oce ani c crust) a nd
3.55 (deepest oceanic mantle). Columns alon g figure ' s extrernes repre sent the reference model. This reference model is that ex pected for
both a continental shield conducting a heat fJow of 50 mW /m 2 (right) a nd an oceanic lithosphere 30 My old (Ieft ). Trian gle s are volcanoes.
Names in bold-italics label the four main density dis continuities beneath the continent whose resulting geometries are sho wn in Fig. 2.
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The structure of each cross-section is shown in Fig. 1. Densities were selected after studying the relationship
between this parameter and composition, pressure-temperature conditions and water content of crustal and
mamie materials. The geometry of the subducted slab was fixed using an updated seismic-seismological
database that compiles earthquake hypocenters recorded at local and teleseismic distance, refraction-reflection
seisrnic profiles, receiver function analyses and global tomography models. The continental Moho was locally
constrained by results of receiver function analyses and Pn apparent phase velocities. Tassara et al. (submitted
paper) describe the details concerning the location and source of these data. The Bouguer anomaly along each
section was compared against a modelled anomaly that is calculated from the density contrast between the userdefined density structure and a reference model . Iteratively changing this structure, we obtained a standard
deviation of 15.5 mGal between measured and modelled anomalies .

Results and discussion
Fig. 2 shows the final geometry resulting from the forward gravity modelling for the density discontinuities
underneath the continent labelled in Fig. 1. We analyse these geometries and discuss sorne topics relevant to
Andean geodynamics.

Subduction of oceanic ridges and causes of slab segmentation. Fig. 2a shows the geometry of the subducted
slab along with contour lines for the Nazca crustal thickness resulting from the rnodel, South of 100S, the
Peruvian flat-si ab is evident at around 100 km depth, is relatively narrow and has a morphology controlled by
the subduction of the huge Nazca ridge (continuous crustal root >20 km thick). North of 1OoS, the flat segment is
100 km broader and 20 km deeper and its morphology is correlated with surface topography. The latter has
characteristics similar to those of the Argentinean flat-slab that seems to be associated along its southern
termination

(~32.5°S)

with the prolongation of the Juan Fernandez ridge, which has a discontinuous crustal root

thinner than 15 km. The subduction of the Iquique ridge, having a more continuous crustal root , is associated
with a steeply subducting slab. These observations suggest that the positive buoyancy of subducted ridges with
respect to the surrounding slab is a necessary but insufficient condition for causing slab flattening. Other factors
to be considered are the locally enhanced hydration of the upperrnost oceanic mantle (Kopp et al., 2004) and
particularly the dynamic control exerted by the absolute westward motion of the South American plate (e.g. van
Hunen et al., 2004) cou pied with along-strike variations in the amount of convergence absorbed by crustal
shortening.

Forearc structure, seismogenic zone and mass transfer modes. Fig. 2c shows the modelled intersection of the
continental Moho with the subducted slab along the Central Andes (5°-33°S) laying at a depth of 30-50 km,
which correlates with the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone (DLS) after Khazaradze and Klotz (2003). In
this case our model supports OIeskevich et al. (1999), in that this limit is controlled by the point where the slab
encounters hydrated forearc mantle. However, South of 35°S the modelled intersection is 100 km westward from
and 20 km shallower than the DLS, which further correlates with the 40-50 km contour of the subducted slab
(Khazaradze and Klotz, 2003) . This cou Id imply that the mantle beneath the Southern Andean forearc is likely
not hydrated enough to preclude stick-slip seismogenic behaviour. Figs . 2c and 2d also reveal that between 15°
and 35°S, the forearc Moho is relatively fiat and the entire forearc is dominated by mafie cru st (intraerustal
discontinuity ICD <5 km) contrasting with the situation outside this region where the offshore foreare is
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dominated by felsic material (ICO >10 km) and the Moho shallows below the coastline north of ISoS and along
the Centra l Valley south of 38°S. The se variat ions in forearc structure and co mposition are correlated with
surface geo logy and should control, at least partially and in a way still to be det ermined, the co ntrasting mass
transfer modes along the margin (eros ive between ISo and 3S oS, neutr al to accretive northw ard and southward) .

Volcanic arcs. The Central (CVZ) and So uthern (SVZ) volcanic zo nes of the Andes are underlain by
lithosphere thinner than 80 km, with values lower than 60 km below the northern Puna (24°S) and south of 36°S
along the SVZ (Fig. 2b). The front of the CVZ lies 100-120 km above the subducted slab (Fig . 2a) and is
con structed on a crust thicker than 60 km (exce pt under the Puna, Fig. 2c) charac terized by ICO >I S km (Fig .
2d) that suggests an important felsic comp onent in the crustal composition. The depth to the slab decreases south
of 37°S along the SVZ down to values of

~7 S

km south of 4QoS; the crustal thickness also dec rease from 60 km

at the northern SVZ till less than 30 km along the southernmost SVZ. The basement of the SVZ south of 36°S
seems to be dom inated by a mafic crusta l composition (ICO <10 km). The contr asting lithospheric and crustal
nature between the CVZ and SVZ and the coupied along-s trike cha nges along the SVZ are likely the main
causes behind the distin ctive geoc hemica l sig nature of Andea n volcanic zo nes (e.g. Hildreth and Moobarth,
1988). The sca le and resolution of our model should be adequate to perform a systematic analysis relating the
geometry of the subducted plate and the structure and composition of the co ntinental lithosphere with
magmagenetic processes responsible for the natu re and evo lution of Andean vo lcanic arcs .

Lithospheric structure and deformation mechanisms of the continental margin . The geodynamic evolution
of the Andea n margin is dominated by Neog ene crustal shortening along the Central Andes and no-shortening to
extension along the Southern Andes (e.g. Mpodozis and Ramos , 1989). What contro ls this contrasting evolution?
The LAB below the Altiplano-Puna plateau ( ISO -28°S) bei ng shallower than 100 km in our model (Fig. 2b),
suggests a thermally weake ned lithosphere that promotes co ncentration of comp ressive deform ation . Howe ver,
the lithosphere of the South em Andean back- arc is extremely thin «80 km) and yet it is not associa ted with
crustal shortening. We suspect that the primary control on orogenie evo lution is exerted by the internaI crustal
structure acco mpanying thermal weakening: the felsic component of the Central Andea n orog en (ICO > IS km )
makes the crust rheologically weak er than the mafic-dominated Southern Andes (ICO <10 km) likely controlling
their contrasting response to the externa l stress field. In addition, variation s of lCO along the Central Andes
correlates with changing forel and deformation rnechanisrns; a shallow er lCO along the central Altiplano
coincides with the flat detachment of the thin-skinned Sierras Subandinas, whereas toward the boundaries of the
plateau, a deeper lCO coincides with thick-skinned deformation styles (Kley et al., 1999). T his and the crustal
thickn ess distributi on could indicate an upper-lower crustal decouplin g and lower crusta l flow of likely molten
mafic material toward the center of the plateau as envisag ed by Hind le et al. (200S).
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Fig, 2, Geometries of density discontinuities undemeath the continent resulting from the forward gravity rnodelling. Triangles are active
volcanoes ( h tl p)/www.\.o lt:a nn ~ i eù u ! w n rld).Thick line is the trench axis. a) subducted slab, contour lines offshore denote océanie crustal
thickness; b) lithosphere-astenosphere boundary, segrnented line is the intersection with the slab; cl continental Moho, segmented Iine is the
intersection with the slab; dl intracrustal discontinuity. Figures are shaded with topography to observe correlation with rnorphostructure.
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